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Bear cheerleaders kick off fall season 

MARKETPLACE 
Take advantage of after-hours banklng wlth our conven~entATM. 
BILDEN'S 
Boone's only 
1 H@ur P~QPQLab 
9:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. Monday-Saturday 
Clip this coupon for a 
-. .. .. FREE Wash with a paid dry! .. 928 7th Boone 432-1757 .. . 
Hurry, this offer expires November 30, 1994 rn 
I . 
.mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmg 
I C - 7 Buffet I I! Godfatherb RII the Pizza, Spaghetti, Salad I 
I -
w P $ z z ~  Bar, Potato Wedges, Soup, I
I 
-
Cheese Bread Sticks, and I 
I Wou Emm EQOI I-
I weekday lunch $ ~ . @ O P L U ~ ~  I 
1 4 3 2 - 5 5 7 3  I 
IMon-Fri, 1 1:30- 1:30pm 1512 S. Marshall I 
ISun 1 1  :30-1:38 t3 Tues 5:08-7:30~m $ ~ . @ O P L U ~ ~  I-
I Not valid with any other offer or promotion. I 
Lmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmd 
REQUESTED COLLEGE 
I N F O R M A T I O N  I S  IN 
U O F  WASH.  
P A L M E R  COLLEGE OF 
C H I R O P R A C T I C  M E D .  
I F  Y O U  REQUESTED T H I S  
GEORGE S I L B E R H O R N  
Cru~ise:>hip bJc~lb~% 
Students earn $2,000 + 
monthly, summer-fulltime. 
Carribean-Hawaii 
Tour Guides,Gift Shop 










120S. Story Street, Boone 
(515) 432-7766 
ComrOsr ,  QuUmm, 
D o r a m  @ l l m d s ~ o m m  
Attorneys 
A t  Law 
ooo 8th SQPBBQ 
EIQEI~B~118. 
(5 15) 432- 1355 
. ,-- - .  ' 1  < j i l 1 / I' 1 1, 
. . . . . .  I . . .  1. 
Guest D.J. 
Student Action Board will be sponsoring a 
CILQWE TlE1lE STiIJJDIEFJT CE~UrlElfk PIAlk.TY 
and will need a D.J. for 3 hours. 
The event will be in about 4 weeks. 
A cash award will be paid. 
Contact  Linda Smith board  secretary o r  
any other  board  member. A message may 
be left a t  ext.1043 Please include a way to 
con tac t  you! 
- - - 
Old Codger examines 
beaches, governor's race 
In a discussion I was having 
with some of my fellow smokers 
the other day, he question came 
up that I hadn't thought about in 
quite a while, "WHY ARE 
THERE NO NUDE BEACHES 
IN IOWA?" One might have 
gone along in life, both 
academically and professionally, 
without ever having come up 
against this rather innocuous bit 
of trivia, so me being me and in 
my state of life at this time, I 
have chosen to pursue an 
answer. 
First, I asked myself what 
states have NUDE BEACHES? 
I came up with Texas, whose 
coast line includes some of the 
most beautiful beaches facing the 
Gulf of Mexico. Yes, I believe 
they do have a NUDE BEACH 
or two. Next, I recalled that 
California has several NUDE 
BEACHES. Of course, we all 
know that California is full of 
really weird x-Iowans, so that 
accounts for tha~! Thirdly, I 
have heard that the state of 
Florida has some NUDE 
BEACHES, both legal and 
illegal. Of course, sometimes 
it's difficult to tell which are 
legal and which are the illegal 
ones except that I think the 
illegal ones can be pretty well 
spotted by the small canoes, 
rafts, old tractor tires, leaking 
row boats, and so on washing 
against the sandy shores! 
I think I remember New 
York having some NUDE 
BEACHES around a place called 
FIRE-ISLAND. This place 
should not be confused with 
Ellis Island, of course. And 
lastly, there's Arizona. You 
might wonder what Arizona 
would do with a NUDE 
BEACH. Well, I'll tell you. 
We cannot forget our senior 
citizens from Iowa who journey 
to the Sun Shine State to escape 
those cold, cold winters back 
here. 
Now we return to the main 
question, "Why are there no 
NUDE beaches in Iowa?" 
Research has shown that Iowa is 
one of the, if not THE, most 
conservative state in the union. 
Its government is conservative, 
except for those few liberals 
who have been taken as a token 
show of equality. Other than 
Iowa City, I can't think of a 
single village, town, city, or 
megopolis that isn't really 
conservative underneath that 
facade we call, "Good '01 Iowa 
Friendliness. " This being the 
case, I cannot find any 
information on there being even 
one NUDE BEACH in this 
state, so those of you who have 
to build high fences around your 
pools just so you can go nude, 
don't give out your address or 
you will be swamped with 
requests to rent your facility. 
ON TO NAKED POLITICS 
Since our two gubernatorial 
candidates have pledged to do 
this and to do that to win votes 
from all the prospective voters 
in the state, maybe they could 
garner the necessary amount to 
become governor if they would 
come out in favor of NUDE 
BEACHES! However, on 
second thought, they both have 
come out saying they want to cut 
this and cut that, so maybe, a 
NUDE BEACH wouldn't be 
such a good idea after all. 
"Governor for Life" Terry 
Brandstad, as my idol Donald 
Kaul calls him, has really 
skirted the issue of the state of 
Iowa running two sets of books 
for so long and now having only 
one set of books showing the 
state with a surplus of money. 
I think he wants to keep the 
surplus and build on it. 1 
watched the " D E B A T E " 
and came away thinking to 
myself, why was it every time 
he was asked a particular 
question on what he was going 
to do about this or that problem 
of public interest, he answered 
by telling us all the things he has 
d o n e  d u r i n g  h i s  pas t  
administrations. 
This is not to say Bonnie 
Campbell was all that much 
better at answering the same 
question, except she came a little 
closer to telling what it was that 
she was going to do if she was 
elected. PLEASE, don't think I 
don't want a woman for 
governor. It's just that I'm 
from the old school of the 
forties when women took care of 
the really important things like 
husband, children, paycheck, 
meals, washing (or warshing 
depending on whal part of the 
state you're from), shopping, 
and so on. 
Mrs. Campbell wants to cut 
all the taxes that seem to have 
given us a surplus. But, I did 
notice that she didn't stress the 
theme that got the President and 
Mr. Clinton elected many years 
ago, or so it seems. And, I see 
where the President is going to 
fit Iowa into his tour of foreign 
countries to come show support 
for the Democratic candidate, 
Bonnie Campbell. Too bad he 
isn't coming to stump for the 
Republican candidate, then the 
voters might be convinced of the 
"Governor for Life" label! 
I WILL VOTE. And, of 
course, my wife will vote. This 
means that my vote will count 
because I haven't told her that 
Ross what's his name isn't 
running this time! Maybe when 
she goes into the booth to make 
her selection, she won't see 
there's a woman running. (YA, 
RIGHT!) I'm not going to try 
to influence anyone on how to 
vote or whom to vote for, but 1 
will ask you to examine all the 
issues the candidates are talking 
about and then look at what they 
are not talking about before you 
cast your gift. 
It takes a lot of guts to stand 
up before perfect strangers and 
pretend not to be evading the 
real issues while at the same 
time telling how you think the 
state should be run, knowing all 
the time that it's the STATE 
LEGISLATURE that decides in 
the long run how the state will 
be run, when it will be run 
efficiently, and how many times 
it should be called into extra 
session to prove it! 
Well, those are the 
ruminations of this Old Codger 
for now. I hope you a 1  enjoy 
the Bear Facts now. The staff 
and crew (one in the same) work 
really hard as a team to give you 
lots of variety along with a new 
look each issue. 
Letter to the Editor 
Dear Editor, 
In recent weeks concern about the effectiveness of the Student 
Action Board has been expressed. The board feels this concern should 
be addresscd by the newly elected officprs. This new board is 
dedicated to providing students with more information and easier 
access to the board. 
A suggestion box will be provided near the front office so the 
board can get input from the students it serves in a simplc. quicker 
manner. Another goal for the board is to spend monies provided in a 
better way, to ensure the greatest number of students bencfii from what 
we do. 
We, the Student Action Board, sincerely want this ycar's board to 
be the best it can possibly be and to make Boone Campus a distinctive 
place to learn. 
Your Boone CampusS.A.B. 
Anita Dargy , Dan Olena 
Linda Smith, Theresa Roes 
Safety questioned 
Students are expected to conduct themselves in an adult 
manner, but what if a student would enter the building with a gun, 
similar to what happened in Iowa City? Safety comes to mind 
when a dangerous situation occurs. How safe is DMACC? How 
safe is it for the people in the bookstore at night? 
We protect ourselves against tornado's, working hazards, and 
others to the best of our abilities. We do have a campus Safety 
and Security Services pamphlet. Also, tornado safety plans are 
posted, yet a few students question the safety of those working in 
the bookstore. If someone would fire a gun or if a fight were to 
begin, do instructors have any training to protect themselves 
against harm? 
Looking at the chart below, you will see there were only two 
threatening situations at the five DMACC campuses during this 
past year. 
93 ( 94 1 93 94 93 94 1 94 

Iiomicide 0 1 o j 
0 )  0 0 0 0 ,  0 
Rape 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  0 0 0 1 0  
Robbery 0 0 0 0 0 0 
AggressiveAssault I 0 1 0 I 0 0 ( 0 0 I 0 0 1 0 I 0 
Burglary 1 0 , I ,  0 1 , o o , o ,  0 ,  0 1  0 1  
- 0 - 0  0 1 0  
.AlcoholViolations 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 1 0 
I 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Weapons Violations 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 '0 
The bookstore is isolated in the back hall and open during 

evening hours, yet the entrance is unlocked for everyone's use. 

Why not put the bookstore and new student center closer together? 

It would be easier for students to get supplies. The traffic pattern 





Written by Sharon Nowlin 
for the Bear Pacts Staff 
Students say "doing fine" 

By Sonja Galvan 
Bear Facts Staff Writer 
classes were line. 
Why is everyone doing so 
students are Qing fairly well." 
I asked J i i y  Silberhorn if the 
good? Maybe it's because we learning center had had more 
It's that time of the year have such a swell school system, people in since midterms were 
again. Midterms have been sent or maybe the teachers are just sent out, and she told me they 
out, and everyone has a clearer really good. Maybe we just had had more people, but she 
idea on how they are doing in have a pack of really smart wasn't sure if it was because of 
their courses. I asked several student this semester. midterm grades, publicity of the 
students how they are doing in Ann Watts, the librarian, AAC in the Bear Facts or just 
their classes. The results were told me that attendance has a lot because it's the time of the 
pretty positive. It seems that to do with grades. "The more semester where pwple may need 
most everyone is doing fine. I you come to class the better extra help. 
heard a lot of "o.k.s" and your grades will be. " She also Jan LaVille informed me 
"pretty well. " told me the more students try that her classes were going 
A few student that I spoke the better their grades are in her pretty good until the last few 
to told me they did get one courses. 
midterm slip, but they weren't 
that worried about it because 
Jinny Silberhorn, Academic 
Achievement Center, said, weeks when students began 
they only got one and their other "Attendance has been good and missing classes. 
AA members talk 
to psychology class 
By Sharon Nowlin & She talked about the twelve He did his best at his job 
Sonja Galvan steps in AA. Changing thinking because it was a source of self- 
Bear Facts Staff Writers and actions in line to the way esteem and gave him a paycheck 
they should be helps. The to buy more drugs. He was 
D ~ .  ~~b~~~ ~~~l~~ speaker told of her sponsor, a mean to people emotionally and 
~	 -- ,-lass ~ person who has been through the ~ b psychology ~ ~ ~ l spoke harshly- 
recently heard from two Same problem. The sponsor 
recovering alcoholics. The walks a Person through the steps "The pride wore off, 
female speaker is in Alcohol and - is a source of support ' and I took more druas - .---~ -
Anonymous (AA) and told of whenever meded- to cover up the guilt." 
her experiences with alcohol. The male speaker told of his 
With alcohol she had no friends: drug and alcohol addiction. He 
plus her home environment 	 has been clean since January Being a dealer gave him a 
wasn't good. 	 1990. "I came to share and sense of pride and helped him 
At twelve years old she ran strengthen hope," he said. "I buy more drugs. "The pride 
with a fast crowd, drank, and never measured up to adults, so wore off and I took more drugs 
was admitted to a hospital I picked on pwple, " he added. to cover up the guilt," he told 
psychiatric ward. She recalled At twelve years old, he took the students. 
sometime between fourteen and marijuana and loved it. By He lost his driver's licenses 
sixteen years old, she was thirteen years old he was by hitting another car. His 
drinking Everclear at six a.m. in drinking Everclear at church home was raided for drugs, and 
a small room with no windows. 	
camp to "feel better. " He was a in a panic he decided to hun 
paperboy, so he could pay for himself in. 
his developing habits. "It didn't He was given a fine, one 
take much to get a greater year probation and treatment. 
She was drinRing feeling," he explained. His wife left him, and he moved 
Everclear at 6-40a.m. In high school he was in back home. He continued to 
trouble, rebellious, skipping drink; when in bars, he drank a 
six pack to .4, almost a comawork and school. He took off 
When she attended AA in his father's car, got caught, 
state. 
In treatment he refused to 
meetings, she saw pwple who and brought back to Iowa. He admit that alcohol was a 
were happy, sober, and had an stopped everything for two problem for him. Then after a 

months, but as a senior, he 

"about normal life." The AA started drinking and doing more while he admitted he was an 

fellowship was a new way of drugs: acid, speed, and crank alcoholic. He went through the 
life for her. for a bigger high. twelve steps, learned to deal 
Today her craving for with his problems, and reunited-
alcohol is psychological not He finished school, got ajob with his wife. 

physical. She deals with life on but still felt inferior. He did Both speakem agiead it is a 

a day to day basis. mostly drugs, cocaine mainly. "living disease". 

Nurses attend Toll-free conventionnumbers 
Connie Booth, Lou Blanch- 
field, Karen Packer-Steig, and 50 
Save the following list of toll- associate degree nursing students 
free numbers. Consumers can recently attended the state 
call these numbers for recorded convention for the Iowa 
data, referrals, printed material, Organization of Associate Degree 
and, in some cases, personal Nursing in Des Moines. The 
counseling for a variety of theme for this year's convention 
health concerns and diseases. was "ADNs: Launching of Tom- 
*National AIDS Hotline orrow's Health Care". Over 500 
(800) 342-AIDS 	 nurses and nursing students 
*Alcoholism and Drug attended this year's convention. 
Addiction Treatment Center Keynote addresses were from 
(800) 382-4357 	 motivational speaker David Oker- 
*Alzheimer's Disease and lund, who presented "Obtaining 
Related Disorders Association Altitude Through Attitude" and 
(800) 621 -0370 	 nurse entrepreneur Dr. Lon Buti- 
*Asthma and Allergy Foun- kofer, who spoke on "ADNs 
dation of America (800) 7- E x p l o r i n g  Hea l t h  C a r e  
ASTHMA Transformation. " Other 
*Arthritis Foundation Infor- informative sessions included "The 
mation Line (800) 283-7800 Challenges and Opportunities of 
*American Council of the Long Term Care," "Building 
Blind (800) 424-8666 Att i tude Survival  Ki t s , "  
*Cancer Information "Developing an Eclectic Model 
Service (800) 4-CANCER for Nurse Entrepreneurs," " The 
*National Child Abuse Hot- Therapeutic Touch Connection," 
lime (800) 422-4453 "Defining Practice: Protocols and 
*American Diabetes Standards," "Nurses in the 
Association (800) ADA-DISC Church," "Role of the Board of 
*Dial a Hearing Screening Nursing in Public," and 
Test (800) 222-EARS "Rehabilitation Nursing." 
*National Kidney Founda- IOADN is an organization 
tion (800) 622-9010 	 promoting and speaking for 
*Meat and Poultry Hotline Associate Degree Nursing. Its 
(800) 535-4555 	 membersh ip  cons i s t s  o f  
*Sexually Transmitted Dis- individuals, groups, or institutions 
eases Hotline 	 (800) 227-8922 interested in promoting the goal of 
the organization. 
DMA CC-Boone Campus 
Drama Department will be 
presen ting the pla y "Lo ve, 
Sex and the I.R.S. " at 7:30 
p.m., November 7 7, 7 8 and 
79 in the DMACC Boone 
Campus Auditorium. The 
cost is $2 for DMACC 
students and high school 
students and $4for the 
general public. Tickets can 
be purchased at the door. 




Make a stranger smile ...Be an exception to somebody's 
stereotype of you ...Be slow to anger, slow to accuse, quick to 
tolerate ..Be charitable toward rude people; they don't know 
better...Learn about your neighbor's culture...Learn another 
language...Don't hit anyone ...Use courtesy; its disarming ..Be 
responsible for your own actions...Respect each person's 
individuali ty... Try not to use the word "they" or phrases like 
"you people" ...Don't retaliate ...Be worthy of respect ...Be fair ... 
Learn to waLk in another's shoes ...Refuse to hate ...Don't 
litter...Pick up trash even if it isn't yours ...Speak out against 
ha te... Dress in ethnic clothing from your own background or 
someone else's for a day...Let someone get ahead of you in line 
or traffic ...Org anize an international food fest at your church, 
at your school, or in your neighborhood ...Get to know one 
person who was raised in a culture different than yours ...Learn 
to appreciate the rich assortment of different peoples this 
country offers ...Say "no" to jokes about racism, women, rape, 
minorities, religions, nationalities ...Watch your own anger. 
TaLk it out, write it out, sing it out, but don't act on it ... 
Perform random acts of kindness ...Live simply so others 
may simply live ...Keep a journal; write down your wonies and 
frustrations, good things, too!. Contact a local university. Ask 
an international student to spend a holiday with your farni- 
ly...Relax by exercising or taking a waLk...Ride a bike ...Take a 
deep breath and count to ten...Meditate..Mediate con-
flict...Practice patience ...Find a way to help people in need. 
Service is the "rent" we pay for living ...Learn about your own 
cultural heritage from your parents or grandparents ...Practice 
the Golden Rule: Treat others the way you want to be 
treated... 
Dare to get involved ...Use humor ...Avoid a conflict. Usu- 
ally it's not worth it to argue...Fix the problem, not the 
blame...Keep on trying ...Change comes slowly ...Don't get dis- 
couraged. "Hope is like a road in the country. There never 
was a road, but when many people waLk the same path, a road 
comes into existence." 
T Mof the sixwomen 









One out of six college women will be sexually assaulted this year. 
But you can change the odds of it happening. Simply by trying to 
avoid situations that leave you or your friends vulnerable. 
For starters, follow security measures. Don't prop residence hall 
doors open. Walk with a friend after dark. And be aware that date 
rape is a major problem on college campuses. With many of these 
rapes involving drinking. 
Then share these facts with six of your friends. And maybe none 
of them will become another statistic. 
01990 RapeTmtment Center, Santa Monica Hosprtal. 
Think abstinence to protect self from death 

By Bobbi Sweet 
DMACC-Boone Campus 
Contributing Writer 
For the last decade, since 
the AIDS virus was discovered, 
the message most widely spread 
throughout the United States is 
to practice safe sex: use a 
condom. The message should 
have been: abstinence is far 
superior to condoms when 
protecting yourself from death. 
We have been misled into 
believing it is permissible to 
have sex outside of mamage. 
As long as we use a condom, 
we are safe. This is a 
misrepresentation. We are not 
safe using a condom for 
protection. The Des Moines 
Register says a study written up 
in literature from Pharmical 
Company, states the failure rate 
of male condoms is fifteen 
percent. The female condoms 
have a failure rate of twenty-six 
percent. This percentage is high 
when you consider eighty-six 
percent of men and seventy-six 
percent of women have had 
sexual intercourse by the time 
they are twenty. 
Who uses condoms? To 
find out the answer to this 
question I went to a restaurant I 
frequent often. I asked the five 
waitresses, who are between the 
ages of seventeen and thirty and 
all single, if they use condoms 
when they have sex. Three of 
the waitresses do not use 
condoms at all because it is not 
a top priority at the time. All 
three also stated they usually do 
not worry about getting AIDS. 
One of the waitresses uses a 
condom sometimes, but it 
depends on who she is with at 
the time. The last waitress, the- 
youngest, uses a condom every 
time. 
With the AIDS epidemic 
running wild in our society, 
shouldn't we have more public 
service announcements on 
television promoting abstinence? 
The Des Moines Register states 
only two out of nine 
advertisements on television 
promote abstinence as the best 
way to protect yourself against 
AIDS. 
How are we teaching young 
people today to say no to sex? 
Joanne Gough, founder of 
Parents for the Restoration of 
Values in Education, supports 
abstinence-based programs in 
our schools. "It's not a Nancy 
Reagan, 'Just Say No,' cutesy 
thing," says this mother of a 
high schooler on Staten Island. 
Parents need to speak with 
their children about AIDS to 
make sure they know the 
consequences that go along with 
sex. As a parent, who has 
raised two teenage foster 
daughters and two teenage 
, daughters of my own, I have 
been through the experience of 
explaining these consequences a 
few times. I have emphasized 
over and over again abstinence 
is the foremost protection 
against AIDS. However, if my 
children are having sex, 
certainly want them to use a 
condom. If my children are not 
having sex, then I did my job 
well. If my children are having 
sex without a condom, I had 
better preptire myself for them 
to die. 
Within the next decade, I 
hope they find a cure for AIDS. 
Even if they do not, I hope the 
new message widely spread is: 
"Abstinence is far superior to 
condoms, when protecting 
yourself from death. " 
I 
Sports getunder way at Boc 

Cheer squad has big plans 
By Merridth Stone 
Bear Facts Staff Writer 
This year the DMACC will be her first year as a school at Woodward-Granger 
cheerleadcrs are ready to cheer cheerleader for the Bears. She is schools, and this is her first year 

on the Bears. The squad is majoring in liberal arts and cheering for DMACC. 

planning to make postcrs for the would like to gct a degree in The following cheerleaders 

Ailkeny Campus as well as the counscling. were added just as of last week, 

Boone. The squad is worried Kerri Robcrts is from the so there will be no profiles on 
about students supporting thc Boone Campus. She is in her them. Missy Starmer, Christena 

team. " We feel that a school sccontl year here at DMACC. Blauuvelt, Andy Walz, Jeff 

should support their athletes and Kerri is majoring in education Rullman. and Jeff the Mascot, 

show school spiril," said Kerri prcp and will be transferring 10 all from Alikeny Campus. 

Roberts from the Boone Iowa State ncxt fall. Slie According to the new 

Campus. There arc eight graduated from Boone High, cheerleaders, the team needs 

cheerleaders this year. Six of wherc she was a cheerleader, more support than they have had 

lncmbcrs arc from the Ankeny and this will be her sccond year in the past. The cheerleaders 

Campus. cheering for the Bears. are doing what they to
can 
Michellc Moreland, is also a increase school spirit, so 
Gcna Hoffman, is from the studcnt at the Boone Canlpus. encourage the fans to show up to 

Ailkeny Campus. She has becn She has an undeclared major. some games and cheer the
on 

attending the Ankcny Campus This is Michelle's third year as Bears. 

for two years. She played sports a cheerleader. Michelle was a 

all through high school, and this chccr leader all through high 

Front row: I-r Ed Heller. Malcolm Holman, Eric Olson. Chad Schlepp. Albert Fiel 
Larson, Kelly Gray, Jason Rau. Andre Dembo. Marlon Page, Mike Sprecher. Coa. 
Brothers compete to battle substance abuse 
By Angela Cherryholmes special one for two players two years at Three Rivers Junior Not only has Eaton 
Bear Facts Staff Writer involved. Brothers on opposite College in Polar Bluff, influenced Field's school 
teams will come head to head Missouri. There he established decisions, but he has helped him 
Friday's up coming men's with one another. Albert Fields his talents to the point where he be the best person and basketball 

basketball game between Des earned a scholarship to Iowa player he can be. Considering 

Moines Area Cornmunity 
a freshman at DMACC will be 
State University under the Eaton was the first out of a Baseball begins
playing against his older brother 
College and Athletes Against Howard Eaton. This is not the coaching of Johnny Orr. At family of seven to attend college 
Substance Abuse will be the first time the two brothers have ISU, Eaton entered the program and graduate, he feels he has a 
November 7 
sesson opener for the home with three outstanding freshmen: lot to offer his younger brother. By Angda CherryhaImes 
court favorite Bears. This game 
met one another as competitors. 
Fred Hoiberg, Julius Michlik, "Try to be the best on the team; Xfew Fads Staff WriterThe first was during a summer 
is sure to include all the and Loren Meyer. be a complete player, and work 
elements needed for a great 
league called Center Court. 
Fields seems to be following on everything," was on the top The DMACC Bears baseballFields and Eaton were not the 
basketball game from the in his older brothers foot steps. of Eaton's advice list for Fields. team begins praclicc Monday, 

opening tip-off at 8:OOp.m. in 
only two playing together that 
Eaton was a major influence on Though Eaton's collegiate November 7, in preparatioti for a 

the Boone Campus gymnasium. 
will participate in the game 
Fields's decision to play junior career has ended, he continues 56-game schedule for the 1994-95 

With veteran players such as 
Friday. 
college basketball here in Iowa. to play basketball. Not only season. The Bears are lucky to 

Howard Eaton, Ron Bayless, 
They were accompanied by 
"I wanted to be closer to my does he participate with Athletes return eleven players from last 

Doug Collins, all from Iowa 
Bayless and Collins. Fields and 
brother," Fields said. "Besides, Against Substance Abuse, but he year's team and along with 

State, Mike Morgan from 
Bayless were teammates while 
I really like the school and is also a member of Team Pella. several newcomers. The Bears
Eaton and Collins were 
University of Iowa, Doug teammates. Out of the two especially the basketball That team competes against axe planning a spring (rip to 

Lampe and Dave Schmitz from program. " Division I and Division I1 OMahoma to participate in a 

Drake, Todd Krueger from 
games played between the teams 
When both Fields and Eaton schools. serh of scrimmages, They are 
Southern Illinois, Brian Sanford, 
each one walked away with a 
were asked how each felt about The key to being the best scheduIed t~ play between 12 md 
a past player with Lewis & 
victory. Possibly the game 
playing each other Friday. The player Fields can be for the 14 g m s  in aklahuma, The 

Clarke, and finally Beau Bear 
Friday could be considered a tie 
responses were identical: Bears he says is, "Playing a lot gamw will be played with ather
breaker between the brothers. 
from University of Virginia; Fields and Eaton's home- "Playing against Howard is like of defense and rebounding." ludic%cofl~rgesfrom Miasissip~i, 
this team should be stiff compe- town of Helena, Arkansas is playing back home, and we are Advice from his older brother: -Uldtalwrna, and Kansas, 
tition for the Bears. As for the where both of their basketball going to win!" Fields said very excellent team work and good 
DMACC team, this is an careers began. Each one confidently. coaching are all keys to the 
opportunity to show what they participated at the high school On the other hand, Eaton's teams' and Field's success. 
can do against this experienced level in the small rural town in response was, " Albert will get With all the qualities the 1994-
opponent and hopefully walk Arkansas. Their basketball more out of the game. I intend 95 DMACC Bears possess they 
away with a mark in the victory talents brought them both to play him hard. " Each brother are certain to be fierce 
column. eventually north to play junior has the same idea of winning competitors in the JUCO. 
This game will be very a college basketball. Eaton played and good sportsmanship. 
4 
Coach Russ Jones 
(center) gets his 
scoreboard 
ready for play. 
Coach learns from mistakes 

s. Shawn Clcveland. Darvis Danicl. Back Row: Eric Kcincr. Chris 




By Ryan Petersen 
Bear Facts Staff Writer 
It has been 30 years since Harold Johnson first came to 
DMACC to teach. He has been a major contributor to the science 
program by teaching biology and zoology and also in the athletic 
program where he currently serves as Athletic Director. 
On Sept. 29, 1994, Johnson had blockage of his right coronary 
artery and suffered a heart attack. He didn't work for about a 
month and just recently returned but can only work two hours a day. 
On Nov. 7 he will begin teaching two of his classes again and 
will return to teaching his full load of classes on Nov. 21. 
"I feel bad for the students," said Johnson. "I feel that they had 
to shift cl- in the middle of the stream. I'm just anxious to get 
By Chris Larson 
Comp I, Section BC 
When Russ Jones was 
growing up all he wanted to be 
was a veterinarian, but a lot has 
happened since then. He lived a 
very adventurous life in his 
hometown of East Peoria, 
Illinois. This adventurous spirit 
was the cause of many 
accidents, which resulted in nine 
broken bones during his 
childhood. Russ lived, "the 
basic American childhood". In 
that childhood he developed a 
love of sports, a love that has 
never left him. He would play 
baseball or shoot baskets every 
possible chance that he had. All 
the practice and dedication 
would pay off. 
Baseball made him a 
standout at his high school. 
Russ was also a standout in the 
classroom. He carried a 3.89 
GPA to the University of Iowa 
State to pursue his love of 
animals and become a 
veterinarian. Russ found college 
to be extremely different from 
the security of high school. 
"College was one big wake up 
call." His college life 
compared to high school was 
night and day. He would not 
go to class and the classes he 
took he had to go if he wanted 
to pass. 
it, mostly because of the coach. 
At practices he would go half 
heartily, but the few time5 he 
got inlo the games he would bust 
his butt. "1 was better than half 
the players our thcre, but my 
attitude really stunk. " 
Russ' bad attitude wasn't 
confined to the field, but the 
classroom also. He was almost 
expelled from Iowa State for 
cheating. He decided to skip an 
important chemistry lab. He 
had a fraternity file with all the 
labs that the frat brother had 
done before, and the lab that he 
missed was in there. He filled 
out the lab and handed it in. 
His teacher knew he wasn't in 
class and questioned him on it. 
He denied it at first but then 
admitted that he did cheat. Russ 
believes if he hadn't been 
truthful with his teacher, he 
would have been suspended. 
When Russ did go to class, 
he had a problem staying awake. 
He would get bored or was tried 
and would fall asleep. All this 
added up to was him flunking 
out. He was forced to sit out a 
semester before he could go 
back to Iowa State. 
Russ decided to get his act 
straight and go back to Iowa 
State. On his second try he 
changed and attended classes and 
paid attention. He wanted a 
new start and although his 
baseball career was over, he 
decided that coaching was the 
right career for him. Russ got 
His firs1 job was a freshmen 
basketball assignment in Ames. 
But his love was still with 
baseball, so when he was 
offered the assistant baseball job 
at DMACC, he took it. Kuss 
took that job four years ago and 
loves it. Then last year he was 
offered the head men's 
basketball at DMACC. He took 
that program over and starred to 
rebuild it. 
"The program is getting on 
the right track." Russ never 
wants to suffer though another 
season like last year's, when the 
Bears went 4-26*(uncertain)*. 
"There is a lot more talent and 
better attitudes on this year's 
team. " With the better talent 
and attitudes he believes that 
DMACC can achieve its first 
winning season in sixtcen years. -
"I'm very motivated in the 
things I like... especially 
basketball. " Russ' motivation 
has paid off. Along with being 
very motivated, he is very 
competitive and hates to lose. 
He feels that a coach must have 
these characteristics to achieve 
success in coaching at the 
college level. He also cares 
about his players and takes the 
time to listen to them. 
, Russ may not have been a 
model student in college, but he 
feels that it only helped him. 
Russ knows the temptations out 
there and how it can hurt a 
person. He has seen what can 
happen if a students skips class 
back to the students and the classroom, and I really appreciate the onto coaching because he loved or parties too much. His advise 
people who have taken over for me." He was on his own except sports. He missed the is simply, "Go to class and just 
Johnson plans on possibly retiring at the end of the school year. for his frat brothers at the competition and the glory. He stay awake. " He stresses not to 
Despite his heart attack, he will teach for the rest of the year and Farmhouse. There the rule was changed his major to physical cheat or be a part of anyone 
wants to continue to take care of the athletic program. "I get the to party first and the rest would education with a minor in sports who does. He has been there 
most satisfaction out of seeing my students become successful. I come. Russ took that carefree psychology. He obtained his and knows how frustrating it is 
take pride in that and put a lot of my energies into heIping them style to the college baseball B.S. in five years then got his to flunk out, but unlike other 
achieve their success, " he stated. field. He played for the M.S. in sports administration, before him he turned it around 
Cyclones his first year and hated all from Iowa State. and made it into a positive. 
Unofficial Spring 
DMACC 
The following schedule of classes is unofficial and printed as a 
service to students wanting to plan ahead for spring semester. 
Registration for Spring '95 officially begins November 28. (See
-
your advisor for pre-registration. 
ACCOUNTING 
ACCTlOl PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING I 4 CR 
BB MTWR 01117-05111 01:25P4220P BN 02-00 HOCMUS $198.60+ 
rBA T 01117-05/02 06:00P-l&WP BN 02-00 STAFF $198.60+ 
ACCTIM P PRINCIPLESOF ACCOUNTING II 4 CR 
BA MTWR 01117-05/11 W:OSA-l&MA BN 02-05 SMITH $198.60+ 
63 MTWR 01117-05111 10:10A-1l:OSA EN M-MI SMml $198.60+ 
rBC M 01123-OW1 06:WP-1kWP BN 02-00 SMml $198.60t 
ACCT104 P INTERMEDIATEACCOUNTING II 4 CR 
BA MTRF Olfl7-OW1 1R1OA-11:OSA BN02-08 HOLMUS S198.60t 
ACCT206 INCOMETAX 3 CR 
BA MWF 01118-OW1 ll:15A-1210P BN 02-10 HOLM 5148.95t 
ACCT301 ACCOUNllf f i  FUNDAMENTALS 3 CR 
BA MWF o i n w i  i i : i 5 ~ - 1 2 1 0 ~wm-w PLWGER sia.c+st 
ACCT352 P MANAGERIAL ACCTIMICROCOMPUTERS 3 
CR 
BA TR oinrmi i i : 1 5 ~ - 1 2 4 0 ~BN 02-19 WMUSs i a 9 5 t  
ACCT403 ACCOUNTING INTERNSHIP 3 CR 
BA m oinr-05111 m BNTBA GREEN s148.95t 
ACCT407 ACCOUNTING PROFESSIONAL DEVELO 1 CR 
BA W 01/l8-05&3 122OP41:15P BN 01-12 THlEBW $49.69 
ANrHROPOLOGY 
ANTHI20 INTRODUCTIONTO ANTHROPOLOQY 3 CR 
BA MWF o i n a w i i ~ i ~ - i i : o u 8 ~ 0 2 ~MMCNAIR si48.c+st 
ART 
ARTS101 ART APPRECIATION 3 CR 
BA MWF oine-cisni O~:MA-IQOOA BN 01-12 BALDUS si4a.%t 
ARTS102 FUNDAMENTALS OF DRAWING 3 CR 
BAMWF o i n m i i o . i ~ - i r i o ~ w ~ Q sauous si48.%t 
ARTS104 FUNDAMENTALS OF PAINTING 3 CR 
BA MWF o i n m i i o . i ~ - i e i o ~ w o 2 - o sauous si48.%t 
ARTS105 ART INTHE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 3 CR 
.BAw oinB-OY03 O~:WP-~IIWP BN m a  auous sia.c+st 
ASSOCIATE DEGREE NURSING 
ASDN26S P NURSINQ V 11CR 
BA w oinr-05111 08 .0~-10 .00~BN 02-22s MACKO w 6 . i s t  
T , oinrmi i & i ~ - 1 2 1 0 ~BN 112-2214 
W 01117-05Jl1 1&lM-11:OSA BN 02-22s 
METS TBA WED; 7AM-3PM ON lHJRS; 7AM915PM ON FRIAT HOSP 
w w oinrmi m:m-itmw 02-22s ~ANCHFEL~ ~ 4 6 . 1 ~  
w oinrmi i t i ~ - i i : 0 5 ~BN 02-22s 
T oinrmi 1 0 : i ~ - 1 2 1 0 ~BNM-22~ 
METsTBA TAM-3PMON TMIRS; 7AM-215PM ON FRl AT MXP. 
B C M  O ~ ~ ~ - O Y ~ ~ O B . W A - ~ Q ~ M B N ~ - ~ ~ S G A N Ow6.15 t  
T 0 1 / l 7 ~ 1@:00A-1210P BN 02-22N 
w oinrmi i & i ~ - i i : wBN 02-22s 
METS TBA ONWED, 7AM3PM ON lHJRS, 7AM215PM ON FRIAT HOSP 
BD M oinr-osni I~~M-IL~OPBN 02-22s PACKLRSTE w 6 . i s t  
w oinr-osni i i : i s ~ - i 2 a ~BN 02-22s 
T oinrmi OI:~SPWSP BN 02-22s 
*El's 1-4PMWED; 7AM3PMW R S ;  FRI7AM-215PMFRIAT HOSP 
BE M 01117-05/i1 10.1M-121OP BN 02-22s BLWmD1$546.15t 
W 01fl7-05111 10.15A-1220P BN 02-22s 
T oinrmi O I : ~ ~ P ~ . ~ S PBN 02-22s 
METsWED 1-4PM; W R S  7AM3PM AND FRI TAM-215PM AT HOSP 
BF M Oln7-W110.1M-1210PBN02-22ss7AFf SH6.15t 
T o~nrwiiO I : X P ~ : ~ S PBN 02-22s 
w o inrwi  1 1 : 1 ~ ~ - 1 2 2 0 ~BN 02-22s 
METS 8-10AM M S ;  7AM3PM TtURS AH)FRI 7AM-215PM AT HOSP 
ASDN269 P COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW II 1 CR 
BA W O l A 8 W l  08:00A-l&00A BN02-18 MACKO 549.6% 
BE! T OlA 7 - W  1 08:00AM30A BN TEA MACKO 549.65 
W Olfl7-OYll 1220P-O1:15P BN TBA 
MEETS MRY OTHER WEDPESDAY 
BIOLOGY 
BIOL118 ENVIRONMENTALCONSERVATION 3 CR 
BA WR 0in7-05111 W:WAOB:W BNW-25 FWIER sia.9st 
BIOLI I9 P ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION LAB 1 CR 
BA F OlRO-OY11 08:WA-10.W EN 02-25 FWIER $49.69 
BlOL127 HUMAN BIOLOGY 3 CR 
BA M olnawi 01:25~03:25~ 0 2 - 2 sVANWR 5140.95t 
w oina-om1 01:zspwop BN 02-08 
F oins-wi O I : Z S P - ~ ~ ~ PBN 0 2 - n  
.BB TR o i n r - ~ ~ l io6:wP-mmP BN 02-25 STKF si4s.%t 
BlOL132 P HEALTHSCIENCE MKROBIOLOGY 4 CR 
BA W 011174M1 11:lSA-l2lOP BN 02-20 VANMTER Slh.60, 
RF oinr-05111 IM-1210~ BN 02-25 
lM oinemi M : ~ P ~ . W PBN 02-25 STAR s i ~ . ~ t  
w o i n m i ~ : a ~ m . w ~ ~ ~ 0 2 ~  
BIOL133 P HEALTHSCIENCE ANATOMY 3 CR 
BA T 0 1 ~ 7 ~ 1M30PM:2UP fflO2-25 VANMTER 514895t 
A oinr~5)11 ~ ~ P Q I : ~ PBN 02-25 
.Be W Oln9-om4 06:WP-1&WP BN 02-25 STAFF 51a.95t 
BIOL134 P HEALTH SCIENCE PHYSIOLOOY 3 CR 
BA M o i n 8 m i  w . w - i i : ~w 02-25 V A N ~ Rs 1 4 8 . s ~  
w o i n m i  w.w-ii:tm BN 0268 
T o~nr-osnio6:wPui:mP BN 02-22s STW s 1 u . 9 5 ~  
R oinr-osni o6:mPa:mP BN 02-25 
BIOL145 P BIOLOGY I 4 CR 
BA MT oinrmi i i : i 5 ~ - 1 2 1 0 ~w m - 2 5  JOH(SON si9a.wt 
w o ~ ~ ~ - o Y ~ I ~ I I ~ M - I ~ ~ o P B N o ~ - ~ ~  
F 01/l7-0511111:15A-l210PBN02-20 
BB MTF OlA7QY11 1220P41:lSP BN 02-08 JOHNSON $198.& 
W O l n 7 W l 1  1220PM20P BN 02-25 
W: M oinrmi O Z ~ P M : ~ PBN 02-20 STAFF SI~E.M+ 
w oinr-osn1 ~ O P M : ~ O PBN 02-25 
F 0 1 / j 7 ~ 10230P03:25P BN02-20 
BIOL146 P BIOLOGY II 6 CR 
BA MW oinr-osni W.~~A-IQ.OM BN 0200 JOHNSON ~ 4 8 . 2 s t  
TR oinr-osni W.W-ii:~BN 02-25 
B10L147 P INTRODUCTON TO BOTANY 3 CR 
BA w oinami O I : ~ P ~ M PBN 0 2 4  STAFF si48.%t 
F 01118-03211 01:25P43%P BN 02-25 
BIOL164 P GENERAL ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOOY6 CR 
BA W 0 1 n 7 W  1 1220P41:15P BN 02-00 VMMEIER U48.25t 
TR oin7-0511i 1 2 2 0 ~ m z o ~BN M-25 
MF Ol/l7-05111 1220P41:lSP BN 02-25 
BOOKKEEPING 
B K K A W  P ACCOUNllNQ PROCEDURESAND MANA 4 CR 
BAMWF O ~ ~ ~ Q S T ~ I I Q . I M - I I : O U B N ~ ~ - ~ ~ST^ s i . w t  
TR o i n 7 - o s n i i ~ i ~ - i i : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m - 0 j  
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
BSAD1SO INTROTO BUSINESS 3 CR 
.BA T oinr-omz~ : m ~ m . a ~BN0247 L~HH ~ 1 4 8 . 9 5 ~  
BSADI61 PERSONAL FINANCE 3 CR 
BA MWF olna-osniOI:~SP-O~~IP BN 02-00 S~ASKO $148.95~ 
BSAD162 P BUSINESSSTATtSTlCS 4 CR 
BA MTRF oinr-osni i t i ~ - i 1 : 0 5 ~w02-a DORAN s i ~ . w t  
m MTRF oinr-05111 OI:~~PM~OP BW 02-00 DORM SIM.M+ 
BOONE CAMPUS~ 
CREDIT CLASSES 
1 125 Hancock 515-432-7203 
BUSINESS LAW 
BUSLIOI BUSINESS LAW l 3 CR 
BB MHlF 01n805111 08:WA-W:SSA BN 01-12 STNF 5148.95+ 
cBA M O l m W l l l  M:30PM30P BN 02- L l H H  S148.95r 
BUSL102 P BUSINESS LAW II 3 CR 
BA MH~F oine-wli m : o c u a e : s 5 ~ . ~ ~02-00 WITH 5148.954 
CHEMISTRY 
CHEMl2O SURVEY OF CHEMISTRY 3 CR 
BA M oinrwi 1 2 2 0 ~ 4 i : i s ~BN 02-20 LYON ~ 1 4 8 . 9 ~ ~ '  
T O l n 7 - W l l  1220PM20P BN 02-20 
CHEM131 P GENERAL CHEMSTRY I 4 CR 
BB MWF oinrwi om~m:zs~BNW-20 LYON t i 9 a . ~ t  
T oinrwi O U O P ~ : ~ ~ PBN 02-20 
rBA TR 01/17-OWl1 06:30P49:WP 8N 02-20 STAFF $198.6(3+ 
CHEM132 P OENERAL CHEMISTRY 1 4 CR 
BA MIM OinsOYl i  ~&IOA-I:DU w 02-20 LYOH s i w . ~ t  
R a i n e - ~ i i ~ . i ~ - i 2 i o ~ ~ ~ ~ - z o  
CHEMlS2 P GENERAL AND INORGANK: CHEMISTR 4 CR 
BA MWF o i n w i  O ~ : ~ S P ~ . Z O PBN 02-20 LYON SIW.M~ 
R oinew 1 O I : ~ ~ P ~ : Z S Pwm-zo 
CHEM162 P ORGANK: CHEMSTRY II 6 CR 
BA MW 01n7-Wl l  OPMA-1ROOA BN 02-20 LYOH 5248.25+ 
TR oin7-05111 o e : o c u - i o : ~BN 02-20 
COMPUTER AIDED DRAFTING 
CADD401 INTROTO COMPUTER AIDED DRAFT1 3 CR 
.a1 R o i n m i  ~WP- IRWPBN 02-15 STAFF s148.95t 
COOPERATlVE EDUCATlON 
COOP212 COOP CAREER SEMINAR 1 CR 
BA T Oln7M)ll 08:WAMSA BN 02-18 GREEN $49.69 
COOP220 CAREER-SEEKINGSKILLS 2 CR 
BA TR oinrmi i i : i ~ ~ - i ~ i o ~w 0208 THIEBEN 5 9 9 . a  
CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
CRIM101 INTROTO CRIMINAL JUSTKE 3 'CR 
*BA R o i nsm M : ~ P O Q . ~ PBN MQI ARKWICH s ia .95 t  
DATA PROCESSINGICOMPUTER 
SCI 
COMS112 P COMPUTER AND PROGRAMMING1 3 CR 
.BAT oinr-omzM:WP~.WPw 01-16 STACF si48.9st 
COMS126 P BUSINESS PROORAMMINO COBOL 11 4 CR 
.BAM oim-osniM : m P - i ~ w P~ ~ 0 2 . 1 5MRLNG SIM.W+ 
C O M S l l  INTRO TO COMPUTER LITERACY 3 CR 
BA MTRF 01n7-05111 W:WA4H3A M02-15 TMEBEN S148.95t 
.BE S Ol/2l-OY11 08:OM-l2WP BN 0215 STAR 5148.95t 
BC M W  Oln7MH1 IOU-10.mBN 02-15 GREEN $148.%t 
BD MTRF oin7-05111 i & i ~ - i i : wBNW-1s STAFF si48.9st 
BE ACTRoinr-osni11:15~-1210~BN 02-15 DARLNG s ia .9s t  
BF MTM oinrmi ~LMPQI:SP BW 02-15 MRLHG SI~~.QS+ 
ffi TR oinrmi 0 1 : ~ s ~ m . s ~BN 02-15 STAR s 1 4 8 . s ~  
BH TR oinrmi OJ.SP~:SP BN 02-15 MRLNG sia.~t 
T oinr-omo 6 : w ~ - i t m ~BN 02-15 MRLNG s i4a .s t  
a w oine-OyW ~ : w p - i u . m p  BN 02-15 STAR siras+ 
DATA231 P RPOnl 3 CR 
.BA T OlnlQ5n# M:WP#.WP BN 02-19 DARLNG (148.95t 
DATA318 P INTRO "C" PROGRAM 3 CR 
.a1 w o i n w  ~ ~ : w P - ~ o . w PBN 02-18 STAR s i~~ .gs+  
DATA319 P ASSEMBLEWBEGINNIHG 4 CR HUMANITIES NURSING - PRACTICAL & ASSOC
61 TBA OI~~WITBA ~ T B A  STAR slm.~k HUMN133 AMERICA IN THE MOVIES 3 CR NURS263 P NURSlNQ Ill lOCR 
DATA328 MS DOS AN INTRODUCTION 1CR BA TR Ol117QY11 125QP4250P BNN-12 BITMR SllI1.95t EA TW 0 i n 7 ~  BN HOSP WRY s4%.soti0 7 : m - i ~ 3 0 ~
.a1 w w 02-19 STAFF $49.69 W Olti8051W 06:WP-1RWP EN01-12 BITMR $148.9% I )  oin7-05ni m w - 1 2 1 0 ~m02-225oinwmO ~ ~ S P - 1 ~ 1 s ~
DATA330 P DBASE AN WTROOVCTION 1CR JOURNALISM F o i n 7 ~ ~ 1  m02-2m1 O I : ~ S P ~ : ~ S P  
.a1 M 01R305nl WASP-lQlSP W 02-19 STAFF U9.6St JNAD120 INTRO TO MASS COMMUNEATON 3 CR KETS 10:10-1200 ON FRI IN222S; l6.4 ATHOSPITAL ON MON 
DATA332 LOTUS 1-2-3 IMR0DUCTK)N 1CR BA TR 011184Vll 0?2SP43:XiP IN024B STAH S148.%+ BB TW 0 1 n 7 W 1  07:OM-1230P BWHOSP BOOTH $4%.50t 
BN 02-22s.81 W Oln(QM3I O O P ~ W PW 02-19 STAFF $49.65, JNADl21 BASIC REPORTINQ PRINCIPLES 3 CR R o i n7~521 i~..OSA--ILIOP F 0 i n 7 miOI:~SPUV~P mM-m
DRAMA BA TR O l 1 1 7 W l  11:15A-124OP 8102-05 STAFF S148.%+ RETS1&10-1210ON FRI IN222S;TeA,ATHOSPlrMONMON. 
DRAM113 CREATIVE DRIUA XHOOURECREATI 3 CR JNADl23 PUBLEATONS PROOUCTION 3 CR BC M O l H 7 W  1 OB:OM-l&OOA W 02-22N S W F  f496.50t 
BA TR Ol117QYll 1l:lM-l2W 81Y 0291 YUniER S14k%t BA TR o i n 7 w i  ILS~PQ~ISP EN 02-05 STAR SI~B.OS+ M 01117W1 ltlOA-121OP W02-225 
DRAM 114 THEATRE PRODUCTK)N 2 CR TBA 01117-Wl1 TBA BN TBA TR 01117QY11 01:25P03:25P W02-04 
BA MTWRm n 7 m i  TBA BWTBA WEU.ER sw.m+ LEISURE STUDIES LfETSTBA AT HOSPITAL ON m0,h€ETS 7:W-12-30 RF AT HOSPITM 
BD M o i n 7 m i  W:OM-~O.OOA w 02-2211 CORY ~s.sot 
DRAM1 16 THEATRE PRODUCTON 3 CR LRST144 PROO PLANNINOtOROANIZATION 3 CR 
BA M W  01118-OW1 1&10A-11:OM BNO2-03 MLEY S14.95t M o i n 7 w n i i ~ i ~ - i 2 i o ~ ~ o 2 - p ~.BAMW oinbwni 07:oapmoop mTEA MWER SIM.QS+ TR o1n7-0~ OI:BP~:BP m02-04 
DRAM116 THEATRE PRODUCTON 4 CR LRST146 INTROITHERAPEUTC RECRUTON 3 CR MSO )AEETS TBAWU) AT HOSPITK; 7:W-1230 RF ATHOSP 
BA MTWR 01117-0Ul1 TBA ONTEA MUEUER $198.60, BA M W  01118W1 09.0s-10.m W rn-15 AUET S140.0k 
LRSTl4S P SUPERVISED FIELD EXPERIENCE II 11CRECONOMICS M TBA 0 i n 7 w i  TBA ~ T B A  ALLEY ~ 4 6 . 1 ~  OFFICE TECHNOLOGY 
ECONlOl PRINCIPLESOF MACRQECONOMICS 3 CR OFFC204 P OFFKE PROCEDURES 
BA TR Ol/l7-(Wll W.W-11:- W 02-03 sTASKO 5148.9% LITERATURE BA MTRF EN02-19o i n 7 m i  w.~~A-I~.w THIEBEN 
.BBT 0 i n 7 w m  0 6 : m ~ m . m ~  m02-0~ SEIM SIU.S+ LrfRl20 INTRO TO LITERATURE 3 CR 
BA MVH EN 02-09 OFFC206 P CORRESPONDENCE TECHNDUES ECON102 PRINCIPLES OF MICRO-ECONOMICS 3 CR om-wii i : i 5 ~ - 1 2 1 0 ~  GRIRIMSs i a . 9 ~  M MW oine-05niOB.WOB.SSABN 02-19 STAFF 
EA MW oine-osnim.w-lamwarn STASKO sirs.* LKR12S CONTEMPORARY LKERATURE 3 CR 
m0206 s148.95+ OFFC222 P MEDEAL TERMINOLOGY II.BBR o i n 9 0 ~ 1 ~ : a ~ . a ~  STASKO BA M W  01118-05/11 1QlOA-11:OU WO1-16 BITMR $148 9% 48.4 M Ol /n-DY) l  06:WP+P.WP BN 01-17 KMJTSEN
EDUCATlON LlTR134 WOMEHS LKERATURE 3 CR FlEROPllCSCUSS-ORIGIN NEWTOKREWTE B O W ,  WHY 
EDCRI 01 INTRO TO EDUCATON 3 CR BA TR 01117-05/11 W.4OA-ll:W W 01-12 GRIFFITHS f148.Pk 
BA MW Ol/l0-OS/l1 01:25P422W W0246  FHVARRO S148.%+ OFFC301 TYPING SKILL DEVELOPMENT IMANAGEMENT B1 MW 01118W1 01:25PM20P BN02-18 GREEN 
ELEM MCMT101 PERSONNEL SUPERVISION 3 CR rB2 M 01MQ5211 06:WPm.WP BW 02-18 STAFF 
ELEM321 MOTOR CONTROL I 3 CR M TR O l n 7 W l .  01:25PMS5P BN 02-03 GREEN S148.95t OFFC302 P TYPING SKILL DEVELOPMENT II 
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ENGUSH .BA w oine-05rm 06:30~-.30~ BN 02- BAENNAN si4e.%t 882 M 01MQ5nl 06:WP09:00P BN 02-18 STAFF 
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MIAPTOR CUJRSECAmOT E lsEoTO FUFUDEGROE REWlREMLNTS MARKETING OFFC329 KEYBOARDING I 
ENGL071 A WRITING SKILLS REVIEW 3 CR MKT0102 PRINCIPLES OF MARKEllNG 3 CR HI MW oinewi OI:~SPMXIP BN 02-19 PLUFGER 
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BC MWF oinewii i i : i ~ - 1 2 1 0 ~  LAWsi40.s+ MATH092 A INTRODUCTORY ALGEBRA 4 CR rB2 R 01119-0544 06:00P-1RWP BN 02-15 THlEBEN S148.95tBN 02-19 
TYPING SKILLS MWIRED. M MTRF o i n ~ w iO~:OMOB:SSA EN OZQB KLEY sig8.wt OFFC338 P WORD PROCESSING I1 3 CR 
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rBf T 01117-05/02 06:30P-00.30P 8N 02-06 STAF $148.%t MATH004 PA INTERMEDLATE ALGEBRA 4 CR 81 MTRF Ol117-OYtl 1220P41:15P BN 02-18 GREEN f148.95t 

ENGLll8 P COMPOSITON II 3 CR BA M T C  O l 1 1 7 W l  O%.(YU*.SU BN 02-05 STAH f198.60t OFFC344 P MACHINE TRINSCRlPTlON 3 CR 

BA MW 01118-05/11 08:WA%55A BNm-06 BIl7MR f148.95+ ADAPTOR CUJRSEAFPlOT ffUSED TO FUFUDEGREE REQUIREMENTS 81 MTRF O l A 7 W l  1U.lOA-11:15A BN 02-18 MIEBEN S148.%t 

BB M W  01118-Om1 00.W-10.W BN 0244 UVlUE fl48.%+ 
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BC MW 0111 7-0511 1 01:2SPM55P BN 02-15 GRIFFm(S 5148.9k MATH122 P CALCULUS FOR BUSINESYSOCLAL S 4 CR OFFC403 PR0FESSK)NALISMI 1CR 

TYPING SKILLS REWIAED M W 01117W1 12MP-01:lSP 8N 02-00 STKF S198.60t 61 W 01/l8-05/11 12MP41:15P BN 01-12 MlEBEN S49.65t 

BN 02-zsBE MW o i n a - o w l  OI :ZSP~ZOP BN 02-01 B ~ N E R  si48.95t TR 0 i n 7 w i  I ~ ~ O P ~ I : I ~ P  OFFC404 PR0FESSK)HALISMI1 1CR 

.BGR o i n g - o m  ~ : N P - : ~ P  BN M-m STKF si48.95+ MATH123 P TRIGONOMETRY 3 CR 01 W O l n 8 W l  12MPbl:lSP BN 01-12 THlEEEN S49.65t 

ENGL120 LIBRARY INSTRUCTION 1 CR EA M W  01118-05/11 1l:lW-1210P 8N 02-08 STAFF S148.95t 
 OFFC409 INTERNSHIPSEMINAR 4 CR 

BA TR 01117-om7 ii:i~-IZIOP BN 01-15 WATTS ~ 4 9 . 6 ~  MATH124 P PRECALCULUS 5 CR B1 T 01117Wl  OB:DOA-OB:SSA BN02-18 GREEN 5198.M)+
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GEOGRAPHY MUSIC PHIL1 10 INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY 3 CR 

QE00141 INTRO TO OEOGRAPHY 3 CR MUSI130 MUSIC APPRECIATON BA TR W:OSA~Q.NA EN02-07 HISLOPE s14e.st
3 CR o i n ~ ~ i  

.BA w o ine -05a~  0 6 : a p m . m ~  BN 02-06 RYAN si48.%+ EA MW 01118W1 1l:lU-1210P BN 01-17 100s S148.95t PHlLt12 ETHICAL PROBLEMS 3 CR 

F~ROPTICS CUSS-ORIGIN BOONE; REMOTE W O N .  CARROLL M TR O l n 7 W 1  W.4M-11:OSA BN 0207 HISLOPE S148.95t 

MUSI136 VOICE 1CR rBB R Oln9-OYM 06:3UP4930P BNOZ-(LJ SAMELSON S148.9k 
HISTORY BA m o i n ~ w i m  m01-16 100s s149.6~+ PHIL1 13 COMPARATIVE RELKZIONS 3 CR 
HIST121 WESTERN CIV BEG TO 171 5 4 CR MUS1137 PIANO 1CR a BA M 01R3-OSnl 06:30Prn..30P BN 02-06 SOlOMON f148.95t 
BA MTWR 01117W 1 W:OOA*.SSA BN 0244 KELLEY S198.60+ BA TBA 01117-WllTBA BN 01-16 LOOS 5149.65t 
HIST122 WESTERN ClV 171 5 TO PRESENT 4 CR MATH116 P FINITE MATHEMATK=S 4 CR 
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ENMOB DORAN 
HIST1 25 AMEREAN HIST 1877 TO PRESENT 4 CR .BC TR Ol117-05nl 06:IPm.WP EN02-08 STAFF $198.60, pH07106 P ADVANCED PHOTOORAPHY 3 CR 
BA TWRF 01117-05/11 00:OOAOB:SSA BN 02-09 KELLY .BAo i n ~ ~ i  BN TBA si48.stS198.60t T W.WP-~MOP PERSON 
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in college. According to 
By Rich Parizek 	 between 1984 and 2000, more government statistics, the 
Bear Facts Staff Writer 1 US: TWP A8SOCYATB 	DEGREE rl than half will require one to lifetime earnings of a collegethree years of college. On-the-
WORTH IIT 7 job experience or 1 to 2 years of graduate are some fifty percent College graduates who enter 11 	 higher than for a high school the labor force in the 1990's and AVERAGE MOmNLY ILNCOW BY 	 technical training is still valued 
above a four year college degree graduate. the early 2000's are expected to iTimJUrnONlLBm 	 For example, of all homes 
face a more competitive job 	 in many occasions, such as in headed by a high school 
market than that encountered by EDUJCA'Il'IKOkYLEWL ~IISII~GSI 	managerial positions in small graduate, less than one out of graduates during the 1980's. 	 retail, service or construction establishments. five had earnings of $50,000 or Nearly twenty-nine million BACmILOR9S DEGRm In the performing arts, more. For homes where the workers with four or more years 
ASSOClIAm DEGmE 	 demonstrated ability, rather than head holds a college degree, the of colleee education were in the " 
POSTSECOWARY VOCATIIONAIL a degree, is most important. 
ratio is two out of every five; 
work force in 1990. Of that while for those who have 
total, more than twenty-three S m w L  	 Dancers and musicians are hired 
on auditions: artists and acquired a graduate degree, the million or eighty percent, were SONIB COLLEGEs NO D E G m  proportion is just over three out 
employed in jobs requiring a WIIGW 8CWOOL DIPLOMA 
photographers are judged by 
of five. 
four year degree. The other 	 their portfolios; and athletes are Graduates who prepare 
twenty percent were employed * 
recruited based on observed 
themselves for jobs requiring 
in jobs not requiring a degree or II ASSOCIATEDEGREE GRADUATES EARN 58 PERCENT MORE THAN THOSE physical talent and skill. WITH JUST A HIGH SCHOOL DEGREE However, a college degree specific skills, such as unemployed. 
* ASSOCIATE DEGREE GRADUATES EARN 34 PERCENT MORLTHANTHOSE WITH is an attractive investment. bookkeeper, mechanic, or  The question being asked 
SOME COLLEGE B U I  NO DEGREE Those holding a college degree technician, will fare better than today by students is, how much those whose lack of specialized 
college is enough college? 	 enter the labor force with a 
higher level of pay, and the training leave them vulnerable to According to the Hudson competition with college 
Institute, of all new jobs created difference increases with years graduates. 
Roundball teams ready to play 
By Ryan Petersen a new coach in Russ Jones, they Kirkwood C.C. on Wednesday, 
Bear Facts Staff Writer plan on being a stronger and Nov. 16, at 8 p.m. 
more successful team than last The women's team started 
Attention DMACC, the time year's squad. off the season short on players, 
is almost here. After months of Their first game is an but with some late season 
preparation, the DMACC men's exhibition game on Friday, Nov. recruiting, Coach Dick Criner 
and women's basketball teams 4, at 8 p.m. when they'll take has filled out his roster quite 
are finally ready to show their on the Athletes Against nicely. The team had already 
skills on the court. Substance Abuse. This team shown its aggressive style of 
The men's basketball team will be a good early season play during practice and is ready 
has narrowed its roster down to challenge for the Bears since it to take it to a more competetive 
fifteen players and are led by is made up of former Division I level. The women also open at 
captains Chad Schlepp and Mike ball players. home on Wednesday, Nov. 16, 
Sprecher. With a talented group DMACC's first regular at 6 p.m., and will be the first 
of freshmen joining the team and season game is at home against half of a women's and men's 
double header. The women's 
team will also play on Nov. 18 II WdINTED 1 and 19 in the Iowa Central 
LULI I I I~~~LY LUIIC~CI uunriuenL 
The Student Action Board is seeking a new 
in Port Dodge. 
board member to fill an opening. 
A student who is carrying a minimum of 6 
credit hours and is from the athletic 
department is needed to round out the board. 
Please deliver a letter of interest to the S.A.B. 




909 8th Street Downtown Boone I 
Time 
Pigskin Pic 
By Ryan Petersen 
& Angela Cherryholmes 
Bear Facts Co-Sports Editors 
Last issues "Pigskin Picks" winner was Regina Reedy. Please 
contact the Bear Facts sports editors in room 210 for your free lunch. 
This issues Pigskin Picks for Nov. 13, 1994 are as follows: 
Jets at Green Bay 

San Diego at Kansas City 

Dallas at San Francisco 

Cleveland at Philadelphia 

Chicago at Miami 

Buffalo at Pittsburg 

Arizona at Giants 

Please turn in your picks to the Bear Facts Office by Friday Nov. 
11, 1994. 
9 Conferences 
O Campus Activities 
9 Monthly Meetings 
Open To Students In Secretari 
BETTER BELIEVE B's 
ACROSS 57 "Good n~ght, 11 Tennis match Arthur and 
1 "Mary had a little -- division (2 wds.) Richards 
59 Norway's capital 12 Buzzers(?) Straight course 
5 Sacks 60 --majesty 13 Art deg. S p l i t - - soup 
9 Whale hunter 61 Approaches 21 England's WW II " too bold," 
13 Misrepresent 62 Repose aces (abbr.) Spencer (2 wds.) 
14 General Robert 63 Proofread 23 To be, for Pierre Attack from all 
-. (in~t.+ last 64 Laborer 24 -- qua non, sides 
name) essential part "To not to 
15 -- out on DOWN 25 Medieval servile be,' Hamlet 
16 Causing death 1 Direct class (2 wds.) 
17 "Is you 2 Choir voice 26 Start Bes~des 
i  s  you 3 Ooe missing in 27 Make joyful Dutch palnter 
ain't .. ." (2 wds.) action (abbr.) 28 Backslide Frans 
18 Fencing sword 4 Tardy 29 Red veggies Lucy's partner 
19 Much- 5 Person 30 Beneath Intend 
Aboul Nothing 6 Too 31 Make amends In regard to 
20 Italian river 7 Earth (pref.) 32 Part of ship (2 wds.) 
22 suits 8 Recent fighters 34 __ and end 
24 Male deer in Bosnia all (2 wds.) Keiables 
25 Makesa lap 9 F~rst Hebrew 37 Disparage Oxford Eng. Dict. 
26 Conviction letter (pl.) 38 Dutch colonist, SCI. study, 
29 Black or brown 10 lndlan tribe South Afrlca lnqulry 
animal 
30 Expression of 
contempt 
33 Antelope 
34 Swiss capital 
35 RR abbr. 
36 Stare in wonder 
37 Complaints (sl.) 
38 	: wlnds. 
and crack your 
cheeks" 
39 Not hls or hers 
40 Thrashes 
41 Blessings 
42 Soc~ety page 
word 
43 Building wlngs 
44 Baseballer 
Reese 




47 Urgent request 
50 Make a 
51 Mil~tary (abbr.) 
54 Style, flair 
Dear "Right Hand"& 	 55 Pedal d~g~ ts  
What do you think? Should I marry him or not? 
Dear Right Hand: Please help me - I need it. 
I have a problem and 1 was wondering if you can help solve Signed "I do" or maybe "I don't" 

it. There is this person in school who seems to want to be my 

friend, but she is not the type of person that I like to hang with. Dear I do or Maybe I don't, v -

She makes me nervous. 1 am afraid to tell her that I don't want to Make a list of the pro's and con's of mamage for both of you. 

be her friend because I don't want to hurt her feelings, but I don't Talk to him and show him the list. Explain to him that he should 
CHILDCARE, 

know how else to get rid of her. What do you think I should say make a list, too. If you feel you don't want marriage, then don't TRAVEL FUND$ 
to her? Please help get this creep off my back. get married! There is a happy medium for both of you, so keep AVAILABLESigned "Unfriendly " looking. Maybe you both could talk to a marriage counselor for ff you are a single parent or
advice. 	 displaced homemaker (divorced,
Dear Unfriendly, 
Sit down and explain your feelings to the person. See if there Dear Right Hand: widowed, or spouse is disabled), 
is a way to become friends. You may choose to be "busy" when My life is a mess! There are these two guys that I care deeply contact Maggie Stone, Coordinator 
that person comes around. After saying "hi" in passing a few about. One is older and more responsible then the other, but I'm of the Displaced Homemakers 
times, maybe the unspoken message will reach the unwanted not sure who I want to be with. I've dated both of them and I'm Center -- Room 128, to determine 
friend. 1' happy when I'm with either one. They used to be friends, but now if you are eligible for financial 
they hate each other. I feel like it's all my fault. I don't want to assistance towards your childcare 
Dear Right Hand: hurt anyone or make anyone mad, but I can't make up my mind and/or transportation costs. 
I need some advice. I'm pregnant, and my boyfriend wants to who I want to be with, and they want an answer now! What Transportation assistance is also 
: t  married before the baby comes. I am not sure I want to make should I do? available for eligible single 
:at rnistake again. I've already been married and divorced. Signed "Confused" pregnant women whose income is 
1 love my boyfriend a lot, but I don't know if 1want to spend 	 limited and who commute from out 
i: rest of my life with him. I know I'm having his baby, but Dear Confused, 	 of town to the Boone Campus. 
cr: that mean I have to marry him? You must decide which man fits your life now and in the Office hours are 8 a.m. - noon and 
:I.':: told me before i f  v.,c don't get married, wc are history. fi~ture. There are good advantages to both sides; weigh carefully 12:30 - 4:30 p.m. Monday, 
!.rs to think i t  i: n'; l;:l~t For thc baby to hi:gin its life tht: feelings you have and once you decide, stick to your tfecision. Tuesday, and Wednesday. 
. r  rzal family. i t ;  :;:!re ~r~arriage C;~,crcl Itsck!!!.c,; rr' 	 i s the right rmsv,ler. 
